SOLAR SEEKERS
BY MARCIA BARTUSIAK
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Ihe co'mlc ,cheme of Ihlog', Ihe ,"0 Is
Just another middle-aged . yellow dwarf star that smolders in the ou te r reaches of the
Milk y Way. But when viewed close up with the multispectral eyes of the Solar Maxi
mum Mission Satellite. the sunscape bursts forth In a firework s show. it s corona
(above) un veiling some of the stellar secrets in a palette of computer-generated color.
Using such exotic equipment as the Solar Max satellite. launched to study the sun
dUring the recent peak of sunspol activity and a small arsenal of mountaintop solar
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Solar Max 's digitized view
(top) of a solar "are : the
satellite 's occulting disc
blocks out the sun's bright
face (middle), revealing
th e hot and tenuous
coronal gases that extend
millions of miles outward:
X-ray emission (bottom)
dUfing the birth and death
of a solar "are. Me an
while, back on the ground
(fight), solar sCientists ,
such as Gary Heckmann,
at the NOAA Patrol
Telescop e, m Boulder,
Colorado, mamtain their
perennial vigil over our
closest star PrevIous page.·
Aflzona's Kitt Peak solar
telescope

observatories. astronomers have been keeping a faithful vigil over this seet hing nu
clear furna ce for decades And at last their patience is paying off. The last ten years
of solar research has shown just what a mercurial personal ity th e sun has: thai I
"breathes." that is. expands and contrac;ts: that it resonates like a giant bell : and that
quite suddenly. in a matter of days. it can dim its radiance by a tenth of a percent-
a particularly worrisome discovery since it is estimated that an extend ed 1 percent
drop could plunge the earth into an ice age.
Most recently solar astronomers from the National Oceanic and Atmospher ic
Administration (NOAA) and elsewhere have discovered rivers of magnetism cours ing
around the sun. It's believed that when these magnet ic rivers punch through the
surface. sunspots appear as great looping arches of flame.
The final chapter on solar astronomy is not written . but sol ar scient ists are not
pressed for tim e. The sun is not expected to burn out for several bi ll ion years 00

'The sun breathes; it resonates like a giant bell; and, quite suddenly, it can dim its

radiance .~
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